
Further Research on Feature Selection and Classi�cation UsingGenetic AlgorithmsAppeared in ICGA93, pg 557-564, Champaign Ill.W.F. Punch1, E.D. Goodman2, Min Pei2;3, Lai Chia-Shun2, P. Hovland2 and R. Enbody41 Knowledge Based Systems LaboratoryComputer Science Department, Michigan State UniversityE. Lansing, MI. punch@cps.msu.edu2 Case Center for Computer-Aided Engineering and ManufacturingCollege of Engineering, Michigan State University3 Beijing Union University, Beijing China4 Parallel Processing LaboratoryComputer Science DepartmentMichigan State UniversityAbstract. This paper summarizes work onan approach that combines feature selectionand data classi�cation using Genetic Algo-rithms. First, it describes our use of Ge-netic Algorithms combined with a K-nearestneighbor algorithm to optimize classi�cationby searching for an optimal feature weight-ing, essentially warping the feature spaceto coalesce individuals within groups andto separate groups from one another. Thisapproach has proven especially useful withlarge data sets where standard feature selec-tion techniques are computationally expen-sive. Second, it describes our implementa-tion of the approach in a parallel processingenvironment, giving nearly linear speed-upin processing time. Third, it will summarizeour present results in using the technique todiscover the relative importance of featuresin large biological test sets. Finally, it willindicate areas for future research.1 The ProblemWe live in the age of information where data is plenti-ful, to the extent that we are typically unable to pro-cess all of it usefully. Computer science has been chal-lenged to discover approaches that can sort throughthe mountains of data available and discover the es-sential features needed to answer a speci�c question.These approaches must be able to process large quan-tities of data, in reasonable time and in the presenceof \noisy" data i.e., irrelevant or erroneous data.Consider a typical example in biology. Researchers inthe Center for Microbial Ecology (CME) have selected

soil samples from three environments found in agri-culture. The environments were: near the roots of acrop (rhizosphere), away from the inuence of the croproots (non-rhizosphere), and from a fallow �eld (cropresidue). The CME researchers wished to investigatewhether samples from those three environments couldbe distinguished. In particular, they wanted to seeif diversity decreased in the rhizosphere as a result ofthe symbiotic relationship between the roots and itsnear-neighbor microbes, and if so in what ways.Their �rst experiments used the Biolog c test as thediscriminator. Biolog consists of a plate of 96 wells,with a di�erent substrate in each well. These sub-strates (various sugars, amino acids and other nutri-ents) are assimilated by some microbes and not by oth-ers. If the microbial sample processes the substrate inthe well, that well changes color which can be recordedphotometrically. Thus large numbers of samples canbe processed and characterized based on the substratesthey can assimilate. The CME researchers applied theBiolog test to 3 sets of 100 samples from each of rhi-zosphere, non-rhizosphere and crop residue soil. Eachsample was tested on the 96 features provided by Bi-olog. The questions to be asked of these results weretwofold: can Biolog be used to distinguish the threesample sets and if so, which of the Biolog featuresare most important for making the discrimination andwhich are simply \noise" { that is, non-contributingfeatures.Note a number of characteristics of this application.First, the feature space is quite large, 3 x 100 x 96, andtherefore computationally expensive for traditional ap-proaches. Second, the data is very noisy. The mi-crostructure of soils is extremely heterogeneous, so the
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NeighborsFigure 1: A Simple Knn examplepotential for non-uniformity among samples is high.Third, it is desirable for the results to indicate the rel-ative importance of the Biolog features, not only fordiscrimination of unknowns, but also for subsequentanalysis of why those particular features are impor-tant in this discrimination { i.e., what is the biologicalsigni�cance of those features.2 The ApproachThe basis of our approach is to use a K nearest neigh-bor algorithm within the evaluation function of a Ge-netic Algorithm (GA) to learn how to classify samples.This approach was inspired by work �rst reported bySiedlecki and Sklansky [Siedlecki and Sklansky 1990]but modi�es and extends their approach in a numberof important ways (see section 2.2 for details).2.1 The Knn algorithmA simple Knn approach to classi�cation is shown inFigure 1. Each feature of the test set is a dimension inthe classi�cation search space. For simplicity's sake,let us assume that there are only two features in thetest we conduct, represented by the x and y axis inthe �gure. Known examples are then placed into thisspace as points based on their known feature valuesand labeled according to their known classi�cation.An unknown sample can then be placed in the samespace based on its feature values and it can be classi-�ed based on its K nearest neighbors, where K is set

to some integer value. Assume the K = 3; then in Fig-ure 1, the unknown sample is labeled as type X basedon the fact that 2 of the 3 of its nearest neighbors areof type X. In the case of the rhizosphere data, thereare 96 dimensions to the Knn space and 324 examplesthat are placed in the space as known classi�cations.Techniques exist for reducing the problems encoun-tered using only a Knn { for example, �ndingrepresentative subsets using editing and condens-ing [Devivjer and Kittler 1982], but these essentiallyrequire throwing away data and do not take into ac-count similar noise encountered in the unknown evalu-ations. The technique presented here will use the GAto overcome some of the shortcomings of the classi-cal Knn, by allowing the system to learn to warp then-dimensional feature space so as to maximize the clus-tering of individuals within a class, and at the sametime maximize the separation between classes.2.2 The GA approachThe Knn algorithm does not tell us which of the 96dimensions/features are important for discriminatingthe known samples. Moreover, it does not tell therelative importance of these features. It only allowsus to measure similarity between known samples. Itsperformance could be improved if we could determinewhich of the available features are most important forthe discrimination and which are acting primarily as\noise". This is an important question in itself: howto select features (represented as the dimensions in theKnn) such that we can optimize the classi�cation ofthe known samples and therefore, presumably, the un-known test samples. Thus we hope to accomplish twothings at the same time: feature selection in the dataand optimal classi�cation of those data based on ourfeature selection, in a generalized feature space as de-�ned below.To accomplish this optimization we use a genetic al-gorithm with the Knn as the main part of the eval-uation function. Siedlecki and Sklansky's originalwork used the Knn in the following way. Theirgoal was to �nd the \the smallest or least costlysubset of features for which the classi�er's perfor-mance does not deteriorate below a certain speci-�ed level." [Siedlecki and Sklansky 1990]. Essentially,they did this by constructing a GA chromosome whichconsisted of a binary encoding whose length equaledthe number of features. If a bit was one, then that fea-ture was used in evaluating the usefulness of the Knnon the known data sets. Each such string was penal-ized based on its performance (more penalty for worseperformance in classifying the known Knn samples)and its length (more penalty for more 1's in the chro-mosome). They found their approach to be as goodas many standard approaches like exhaustive searchand branch and bound and much better on large fea-ture sets (20 features or more) where the standard ap-2
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Figure 2: An example warping of the Knn space byweighting features. Note that, after weighting, A andB are closer to others in their class, and relatively fur-ther from individuals in other classes. Had A and Bbeen interchanged, a similar shortening of the verticalaxis would have had a similar e�ect.proaches began to show combinatorial explosion andtherefore poorer computational performance.An addition to this approach is shown in Figure 2.One can view the Siedlecki-Sklansky chromosome asan example of a 0/1 weighting of the importance ofthe features. That is, before the Knn is evaluatedeach feature dimension is multiplied by a weight (inthis case 0 or 1) and this modi�ed Knn used to classifythe known samples. Rather than allowing the weightsto have values of only 0 or 1, we allow those weightsto range over a broader scale, such as 0 to 10. Assuch we are now searching for a relative weighting offeatures that gives optimal performance on classi�ca-tion of the known samples. In e�ect, this weighting is awarping/modi�cationof the Knn space. Those weightsthat move towards 0 indicate that their correspond-ing features are not important for the discrimination

task. Essentially, those features \drop out" of the Knnspace and are not considered. Any weight that movestowards the maximum weight indicates that the clas-si�cation process is sensitive to small changes in thatfeature. That feature's Knn dimension is elongated,which probably reects that an increased separationbetween the classes gave better resolution. This is pre-cisely the approach we have taken, using the GA to dis-cover real-valued weights that modify the Knn space.We pursued this work independently of work donein 1991 by Kelly and Davis [Kelly and Davis 1991].Their core idea was exactly the same, namely usinga GA to generate real-valued weights to improve Knnperformance, though the emphasis of the two groupsis somewhat di�erent (our work incorporates parallelprocessing and \hidden feature" processing, which isdiscussed in subsequent sections).Features are prenormalized to the range 0,1], givingweights an interpretation of relative importance of fea-tures to the classi�cation task. However, it is im-portant that they are also function in combination tochange the boundaries between groups, thus allowingsuperior classi�cation performance to the best "un-scaled" Knn algorithm.The end result of running the GA-Knn combinationis a scaling of each of the Knn features such that anoptimal class separation can be achieved between theknown classes. This weighting vector, once discov-ered, can then be used to classify unknown samplesvery quickly (Knn speed) and can also be used to in-dicate which di�erences are important for telling theknown classes apart, providing focal points for furtherresearch in the domain.2.3 Fitness FunctionsThe functional parts of the GA-Knn weighting al-gorithm are shown in Figure 3. The Knn trainingdata are �rst normalized so that each feature hasequal weight in the beginning. For a typical problem,weights were chosen to range among 256 values be-tween 0 and 10, using 8 bits per feature (Gray coded)to represent each weight. After translation from Grayto their standard binary representation weights weremapped exponentially to the real range [0.01,10) plusthe value 0.This mapping was done to allow "�ne tun-ing" below 1.0, and to allow mutation to have a similarproportional e�ect throughout the range of weights.If weights fell below a set threshold value, in this case1, then the weight was e�ectively set to 0 for the eval-uation. This is an empirical modi�cation based on thefact that weights tended to very rarely reach 0, despitethe fact that their weights were indeed quite low andapparently not contributing to the classi�cation. Wealso performed experiments with weights constrainedto discrete values of 0 and 1 to compare to the original3
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Figure 3: The GA-knn feature weighting algorithmSiedlecki-Sklansky-type performance5. All Knn runswere done with K=5 i.e., 5 nearest neighbors.We have experimented with a number of evaluationfunctions based on the classi�cation of the known sam-ples using the weight-modi�ed Knn. The simplest isshown in equation 1:Fitness = (TotPats �CorrectPats)=TotPats (1)where TotPats is the number of total patterns to beexamined and CorrectPats is the number of patternscorrectly classi�ed by the weight-modi�ed Knn. Whilethis function gives reasonable performance, it does notgenerate a weight setting that gives themaximum classseparation. Instead, it only gives a weight setting thatoptimizes separation based on the threshold for ratingeach example as a member of one class or another.Equation 2 takes both into account, giving a betteroptimization:Fitness =  TotPats� CorrectPatsTotPats + � nmin=KTotPats(2)where nmin is the cardinality of the near-neighbor mi-nority set (i.e., the number of neighbors that were notused in the subsequent classi�cation) and k is the num-ber of nearest neighbors. This gives credit for not onlygetting the examples to be classi�ed by a majority of5We did not reproduce their published results as we didnot not have access to their data.

Class f1 f2 f3 f4A f0-1g f0-0.1g f0-0.1g 0.2+[f3]B f0-1g f0-0.1g f0-0.1g 0.2+[f3]C f0-1g f0-0.1g f0.1-0.2g 0.3{[f3]D f0-1g f0-0.1g f0.1-0.2g 0.3{[f3]E f0-1g f0.1-0.2g f0-0.1g 0.2+[f3]F f0-1g f0.1-0.2g f0-0.1g 0.2+[f3]G f0-1g f0.1-0.2g f0.1-0.2g 0.3{[f3]H f0-1g f0.1-0.2g f0.1-0.2g 0.3{[f3]Class f5 f6 f7-15A 0.5*[f3]2 0.5+5*[f3]2 f0-1gB 0.5*[f3]2 1{25*[f3]2 f0-1gC 0.5*[f3]2 0.5+5*[f3]2 f0-1gD 0.5*[f3]2 1{25*[f3]2 f0-1gE 0.5*[f3]2 0.5+5*[f3]2 f0-1gF 0.5*[f3]2 1{25*[f3]2 f0-1gG 0.5*[f3]2 0.5+5*[f3]2 f0-1gH 0.5*[f3]2 1{25*[f3]2 f0-1gTable 1: Dataset 1, a simple generated test setthe nearest neighbors, but also for getting the major-ity to the highest value possible (K). The constants and � are used to tune the processing of the algorithm,presently 2 and 0.2 respectively.3 Results3.1 Generated Data TestsAs described in the previous sections, we used Equa-tion 2 as the �tness function with a population ofstrings where each string used 8 bits to represent asingle weight to modify the Knn. The actual lengthof the weight string (chromosome) depended on thenumber of features to be encoded. All work re-ported in this section was done using either the Gen-esis [Schraudolph and Grefenstette 1992] program ormodi�cations to that program, and a Knn written lo-cally, with K=5.Our �rst work used generated data sets of which Ta-ble 1 is typical. The table represents a template fromwhich we could generate as many examples as weneeded. The expression f0:0; 1:0g represents uniformrandom values generated in the range of 0.0 to 1.0.The expression 0:5 + 5 � [f3]2 represents a generationexpression where [f3] means that the present value ofthe f3 �eld is used in the calculation. Thus �elds f1 andf7-f15 represent uniform random noise generated in therange f0:0�1:0g, f2 { f6 are �elds that can be used todistinguish the eight classes A{H, where �elds f4 andf5 make use of values generated in f3. Note that usinguniform random values up to contiguous �eld bound-aries (in contrast to normally distributed values witha speci�ed mean and variance) yields a dataset much4



ErrorsErrors Errors 0-10# of Errors 0/1 0-10 weightedunknown normalized weighted weighted GA-Knnpatterns Knn GA-Knn GA-Knn afterselection1200 35.93% 6.40% 4.13% 3.0%0-10 weights 0.000 5.154 4.656 7.622 0.000no selection 4.248 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000�lter 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000Table 2: Results on Dataset 1harder for a Knn algorithm to classify than (for ex-ample) for an algorithm based on discrete thresholds.String length for this data set was (15 � 8) = 120 bits.The population size was 50.The GA was \trained" on a set of 30 examples of eachof the 8 classes for a total of 240 examples. It wasthen presented with a set of 1200 new examples gen-erated from the same template. The results of usingthe weighted-Knn with weights generated in the rangeof f0:0 � 10:0g are shown in Table 2. These resultsare an average of 3 runs. Note that in classifying thetraining data, the Knn evaluation function did not usethe point being classi�ed as its own \neighbor". This\leave-one-out" strategy was used make the trainingdata resemble the test data more closely, since a testdatum will not have itself as a near neighbor duringKnn evaluation.Note the distinct improvement of the weighted-Knnover the standard and normalized Knn. Further notethat the results of 0/1 and 0-10 weightings are quitesimilar. The results of the 0-10 weighting would havebeen better, but appeared to settle at a local mini-mum. This was likely due to the small signal/noiseratio of the arti�cially generated, uniformly randomdataset. This is supported by the experiment in whichwe ran the 0/1 weighting as a feature selection �lterfollowed by the 1-10 weightings, where we obtained amuch better result (3% error).3.2 Exploiting Additional Non-Independenceof FieldsHaving established the usefulness of the approach ontest data, we examined the search capabilities of aweighted-Knn on a di�erent kind of data, one notsearchable by a regular Knn. We investigated ways touse the correlations between �elds in improving clas-si�cations. Of course, nearest neighbor methods aresensitive to some inter-�eld correlations, but some-times not in the sharpest sense. We wondered, forexample, if we created a data set in which a correla-tion between two apparently non-discriminatory �eldswas important, could the GA be made to discover the

usefulness of that pairing in our weighted Knn scheme.Clearly, what we could not do was to create a �eld forevery combination of pairs of �elds. This is because,for high dimensionality data sets, the size of the chro-mosome would be quite large (1 gene for each featureas well as for each feature pair) and potentially withnon-useful information. Instead, we coded some spe-cial �elds, termed "index �elds", in the genome repre-senting pairs of �eld indices (instead of weights) plusadditional weight �elds to apply to these index-pair-generated terms. Thus, for example, one 8-bit positioncould contain 4 bits indexing �eld 9, the other four bitsindexing �eld 5. The evaluation function was modi�edsuch that values in the �elds pointed to by the two in-dices would be passed through some pre-determinedfunction (in this case just simple multiplication). Thisessentially creates the product of these two �elds as anew attribute of the individuals to be classi�ed. TheGA can then search for a weight for that product �eld.Only a tiny subset of all possible pairs of �elds is be-ing examined by the GA at any point, but whenevercrossover or mutation alters an index pair, the GA es-sentially begins to search for a weight for that new pair.For the runs to be discussed, only two weights werepossible for each index pair, represented by a singlebit in the index part of the chromosome. The weightwas either set to 10.0 or 0.10 depending on whetherthe weight bit was on or o�. We have conducted ex-periments where the GA actually searches through alarger weight space as well, but this simpler approachseems to work very well for these test data. If the GAchooses either index to be 0, then that index �eld isnot used in the evaluation function, thus allowing theGA to select for no index terms. The search stronglydiscourages the use of the same index twice in a pair(e.g. 3,3) or the repetition of a pair in a string (e.g.2,5,5,2), by assigning a very bad �tness to any stringwith such a pair.We created some example data sets in which the �eldswould individually not allow good classi�cation, buttaken as pairs under multiplication would be signi�-cant. Table 3 is an example of such data.The data all consist of 15 uniform random values in therange f0:0�1:0g, and two \hidden features" consistingof multiplication of the f1 and f2 or the f3 and f4 �elds;that is, the data were sieved to make the products sig-ni�cant, but no products actually appear among thedata values. The goal was to see if the GA, using theapproach of searching simultaneously for index pairsand weights on that pair, would work e�ectively. Wemodi�ed the evaluation function as described, and al-lowed for 3 index mpairs at the end of each stringwhich indicated the index pair and the weight asso-ciated with that pair. We trained the algorithm on10 examples from each of the 8 classes (80 total) thentested the trained algorithm on 1200 newly generatedtest sets. The results of running this modi�cation areshown in Table 4. The Knn alone performed at around5



Class Feature Hidden1-15 Feature 11 f0.0-1.0g 0.42 < [f1]�[f2] < 0.442 f0.0-1.0g 0.42 < [f1]�[f2] < 0.443 f0.0-1.0g 0.42 < [f1]�[f2] < 0.444 f0.0-1.0g 0.42 < [f1]�[f2] < 0.445 f0.0-1.0g 0.46 < [f1]�[f2] < 0.486 f0.0-1.0g 0.46 < [f1]�[f2] < 0.487 f0.0-1.0g 0.46 < [f1]�[f2] < 0.488 f0.0-1.0g 0.46 < [f1]�[f2] < 0.48Class HiddenFeature 21 0.54 < [f3]�[f4]< 0.562 0.58 < [f3]�[f4]< 0.603 0.62 < [f3]�[f4]< 0.644 0.66 < [f3]�[f4]< 0.685 0.54 < [f3]�[f4]< 0.566 0.58 < [f3]�[f4]< 0.607 0.62 < [f3]�[f4]< 0.648 0.66 < [f3]�[f4]< 0.68Table 3: A test using the indexing conceptAlgorithm Pop. Trials Errors, Errors,size training 1200set patternsweightedKnn withwith Index 50 25,600 0.0% 0.0%OriginalKnn 88.17%Table 4: Results of the Indexed feature experiment.at 88% errors for the unknowns. The index algorithmdid indeed �nd the appropriate indices in all of severalruns and got the error down to 0.0% by �nding thetwo index pairs (1,2) and (3,4), setting their weightsto 10, and dropping all other weights to low levels.3.3 Rhizosphere Data, a Real-WorldExampleHaving established the usefulness of the weighted-Knnon various test data, we explored classi�cation of therhizosphere data already discussed in Section 1. Eachdata element was a 96-bit vector, where a positiveresult was a 1 and a negative result, a 0. Here,the genome string length was a considerably longer(8 � 96) = 768 bits. We had 324 examples, about 100from each of the three sets. We trained the GA in thefollowing manner. We used 100 samples from each ofthe three groups of 300 test individuals, but trainedthe Knn using the \leave-one-out" strategy. That is,we trained on all the sample data but at each point inthe test, the test sample was not included in the Knn.

# of Errors, Errors, Errors,patterns original 0/1 0{10Knn weighted weightedKnn Knntest 60 27.72% 35.00% 20.10%training300 29.00% 19.58% 18.00%Table 5: Results on Rhizosphere dataThis simulates a leave-one-out strategy in the trainingprocess, training on all but one sample in the popula-tion. Testing of these weights was then performed on arandom selection of 60 samples from the original 300.In all, 10 sets of these samples of 60 were tested andaveraged for the results shown in Table 5. However,note that the 0/1 weightings are the result of a singlerun.There are a number of things to note. First, theweighted-Knn performed signi�cantly better than theunmodi�ed Knn. Second, the 0/1 weighting scheme nolonger performed adequately on such a large data setwith considerable noise. Third, while the error rateswere relatively high, the results were deemed quitegood by the rhizosphere researchers. Therefore, thealgorithm performed adequately on the rhizospheredata given the evaluation criteria described above. Ofcourse, these are new data and other analyses appliedto this data have not yet yielded criteria for classi�-cation of this data, therefore it is not clear how muchbetter we can get. See Section 5 for more discussionon this point.4 The Need for Speed, ParallelProcessingWhile we had chosen Genesis for its portability, speedand proven usefulness, its running time on the rhizo-sphere data was long, on the order of 14 days on aSPARC workstation for the results shown in Table 5.This was unacceptable for all but the simplest experi-ments. It was clear that some means would be neces-sary to increase performance if the work was to con-tinue. The approach we took was to apply parallelprocessing to the problem.There are many ways to exploit the parallelisminherent in GA searches. Large parts of theproceedings of the last four International Confer-ences on Genetic Algorithms and their Applica-tions have been devoted to "Parallel Genetic Al-gorithms." For example, under the speci�c appela-tion "Parallel Genetic Algorithms", Grefenstette et.al. [Pettey, Leuze and Grefenstette 1987] assigns sub-populations to separate processors, with occasional mi-gration of selected strings among processors. Bianchiand Brown [Bianchi and Brown 1992] have recently6



Pop. # of # of TimeMachine Size Trials Processor dd:hh:mmElementsSPARC4/390 50 29,000 1 14:19:02GP1000 50 46,000 51 1:14:47TC2000 50 39,000 6 1:16:14TC2000 50 39,000 11 1:00:58Table 6: Speed increases using micro-grained paral-lelism. All on Training Set Size of 240.done a nice job of comparing a variety of such ap-proaches. These approaches typically require onlylimited inter processor communication, and assist inavoiding premature convergence on local optima, whileassuring that �t individuals from subpopulations ul-timately can have an inuence on the global search.Tanese [Tanese 1989], calls this same sort of approacha "distributed" genetic algorithm.The "distributed" or, sometimes called "�ne-grained"approach, as used, for example, in some of our previouswork [Sannier and Goodman 1987] and that of otherssuch as Muehlenbein [Muehlenbein 1989] and Mander-ick and Spiessens [Manderick and Spiessens 1989] dis-tributes individuals in a landscape (sometimes withspatially-varying environments) and biases reproduc-tion according to spatial location of individuals.The approach described below is simple, builds on ex-isting tools, and produces nearly linear speedup for theapplication at hand. For this application, the eval-uation of the �tness of a string requires much moretime than the remainder of the GA operations, soit is possible to use what we shall call micro-grainedparallelism. In this approach, a single population iskept, so that the output is exactly what would resultfrom a classical serial GA. Sets of strings are sim-ply passed out to the individual processors for eval-uation only. So long as the evaluation of �tness dom-inates the rest of the GA calculations, this techniquecan produce a nearly linear speedup in GA perfor-mance with the number of processors available to cal-culate �tnesses. We therefore implemented this micro-grained parallelism �rst, since we could implement iteasily within a nearly unmodi�edGenesis program andhad access to a parallel processor. Our �rst set ofchanges modi�ed the appropriate part of the Gene-sis [Schraudolph and Grefenstette 1992] code to runon the Buttery series of parallel machines. We hadavailable two classes of Buttery, the GP1000, con-sisting of 68020 nodes, and the TC2000, consisting of88000 nodes. The change in running time for the rhi-zosphere data is shown in Table 6.A single SPARC 4/390 server took more than 14 daysto get 29,000 generations and a 27% error rate. TheGP1000, using 51 68020 processors (1 for each string

in the population and one master node) did 46,000generations in about 112 days. The TC2000 with 6nodes did about the same, 39,000 generations in 112days; with 11 nodes, the time was reduced by 40%, anear linear speed-up. Accounting for the di�erencesin processor speed, all of these runs show essentiallylinear speed-up (proportional to N-1 actually) for thisGA problem in which the �tness evaluation dominatesthe computation.However, because one of our goals was to make thechanges as portable as possible, we have since re-codedour parallel changes in the P4 [Butler and Ewing 1992]language. P4 allows for compatibility across a numberof shared memory parallel architectures, making theimplementation more portable. Furthermore, P4 al-lows operation in a distributed environment, such as anetwork of SPARC workstations on an ethernet. Wehave gotten the same results on the Buttery architec-tures using the P4-code algorithm and are now exper-imenting with running the algorithm on a distributedSPARC network.4.1 \Nice" ParallelismAs mentioned above, many authors have investigatedthe usefulness of coarse-grained parallelism, as a meansof promoting e�cient search while avoiding prematureconvergence. We are working on adding to our P4 im-plementation a coarse-grained approach to work withor to supplant our existing micro-grained approach.Furthermore, we are investigating the practical issuesof running the P4 implementationon a distributed net-work of heterogeneous workstations, where those work-stations exist in a university computing environment.We are developing robust parallel GA's which allowcomputation in an unstable distributed workstationenvironment, with minimal e�ect when a computingnode is lost. Issues that we need to address include:� Monitoring station usage so as to not "hog" re-sources,� Deciding to drop a node when it becomes tooloaded, with as little overhead as possible,� Caching intermediate results (if possible) when anode goes down, for possible restart or transfer,but allowing all other nodes to continue with theGA regardless.5 DiscussionThe approach of doing feature extraction and warpingof the feature space to optimize classi�cation has beendemonstrated to be very powerful in dealing with somearti�cially-generated data sets. Furthermore, our �rstexperience with real-world data, in this case the rhi-zosphere data, has shown reasonable promise. Typi-cal results on this data via weighted Knn were a 20%7
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